THE CONTEST
By Juan Lorenzi

Grade 4, Samuel G. Love Elementary School

Characters:
(named)
Jaguar
Jack Lion
Lin

Problem:
Jack always beat Lin in a race
Lin wants to beat Jack
solution that they had a contest

Setting:
Jungle

Jack: Do you want to race?

Lin: Yes. I'm going to beat you this time. (They have a race and Jack wins. Jack wins because he cheated by jumping into trees and rocks to get to the finish line faster)

(Lin is upset)

Lin: You cheater. Cheaters don't win>

Jack: I don't cheat. I jump through trees and rocks for a reason because I am a jaguar.

Lin: Let's have a different contest. Let's see who can roar lorder>
(Lin roars really loud)
(Jack can't roar as loud.)

Jack: This isn't fair.

Lin: The race wasn't fair either.

Jack: Well at least we both won at what we are good at.

Lin: We are always winners at being friends.

(Jack and Lin hug each other)
THE END